Question: 16
The UX Designer at Cloud Kicks is asked to make the website size and content adapt to the screen size, platform and
orientation.
Which design should the design use?
A. Responsive
B. Refactored
C. Reactive
D. Proactive

Answer: A

Question: 17
A UX Designer wants to ensure new Salesforce users are given the appropriate onboarding experience.
Which two on-App Guidance customizations should be used?
A. Specify prompt scheduling
B. Customize prompt theme
C. Set prompt permissions
D. Configure minimum three steps

Answer: A,C

Question: 18
A UX Designer has created two different user interface designs for a new marketing landing expected to have several
visitors. The landing page has a contact from on it, and the designer wants to know which design products the most
from completions.
Which testing method should be used?
A. Card Sorting
B. User Acceptance testing
C. Diary Studies
D. A/B testing

Answer: D

Question: 19
A UX Designer is going to create a custom app for a new team of service agents.
Which three parts of the user interface could be customized? Choose 3 answers
A. Tabs within the apps’s navigation bar
B. Relationship between standard objects
C. Page layouts of the records
D. Details to be shown in the records highlights panels
E. Opportunity lead scoring

Answer: A,C

Question: 20
Universal Containers (UC) uses a custom lightning component with an Apex class to display shipment information
(custom object, private OWD). UC sales managers are complaining about two important points:
Shipment records that belong to their teams can be seen by other users.
Shipment amount should be visible only by managers, but sales reps are able to view it.
Which two features did the development team miss that is causing the problems? Choose 2 answers.
A. Use runAs in test class to enforce user permissions and field-level permissions.
B. Use With Sharing keyword in Apex classes to enforce sharing rules evaluation.
C. Use isSharable keyword in Apex classes to assure record visibility.
D. Use isAccessible() method in Apex classes to check field accessibility

Answer: B,D

Question: 21
Users from a small group within a Sales team have complained about an object that is often used only by team that has
not been added to their Lightning app. Due to the small volume of users, the administrator is not considering creating a
new app for them.
Which two Salesforce feature should be suggested to improve the end-user experience? Choose 2 answers
A. Favorite the often-used object.
B. Add the object’s related list to the Home page.
C. Personalize the navigation bar.
D. Create a custom component on a Dashboard.

Answer: C,D

Question: 22
How should a UX designer differentiate between a voice and a tone?
A. Voice reflects the expression and the tone is the way one designs

B. Voice reflects the character and tone is one’s strength
C. Voice reflects the frequency and tone is one’s pitch
D. Voice reflects the personality and tone is the way ones speaks

Answer: D

Question: 23
A company provides a way for customers to shop for homes and contact real estate agents online. The company’s
brokers use some of the Salesforce standard functionality to track home buyers.
Which three standard Salesforce objects should be used in this experience? Choose 3 answers
A. Property
B. Lead
C. Contact
D. Opportunity
E. Address

Answer: B,C,D

Question: 24
A UX designer wants to quickly mock up salesforce user interface experiences using a collection of prebuilt
components. The designers needed salesforce lighting design systems (SLDS) resources for their designs and
prototypes such as base components tokens and designs patterns
Which tool or installation should best support their needs?
A. Lighting design systems zip
B. sketch plugin
C. lighting design systems unmanaged package
D. SLDS validator

Answer: B

Question: 25
A Ux designer has been asked to improve salesforce adoption among sales representatives at cloud kicks after
conducting stakeholder and user interviews the designers finds there is no clear consistent sale process
What should the designer do next?
A. Tell the customer they need to improve operations before anywork can be done
B. lock the findings and move forward with presenting possible solutions
C. recommend field level validation to ensure users are entering the correct data
D. conduct a workshop with stakeholders to align on correct state and build consenses

Answer: D

